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This is a boutique chic spa, very different to anywhere I have been
in the east. Very up to the minute with a real vibe. Everyone is so
helpful and you are treated as an individual not like you're on a
conveyer belt! My favorite treatment is the dual massage where
you have two therapists working on you at the same time. Bliss!
My brother is also a fan of the hot towel shaves with a men's facial
but he has had to book in advance for Christmas as they seem
popular! The rooms are private and luxurious with such attention
to detail I didn't want to leave...try it!!!!!! You won't either!
The minute you walk in the wonderful peaceful atmosphere takes
over and you want to stay for ever. The treatments are so relaxing
in the greatest rooms you could find anywhere. My head to toe
massage was the best ever, as was my pedicure and facial- the
products are to die for! Also, I had a really lovely lunch in the
beautiful reception room upstairs. I will be returning again soon.
The SK experience for men isn't just about the fantastic
treatments or the relaxed, almost serene environment which
seems to provide a safe haven from the stresses of daily life.
Nothing creates that totally chilled out feeling like the sound of
the ocean and that's playing all the time at SK on the fabulous
sound system. It isn't about the value for money either which is
quite unbelievable, It's not even about the staff who combine
incredible professionalism with a welcoming and friendly attitude.
No, it's about that wonderful moment when the treatment/s over
and therapist looks at your re-invigorated and refreshed face and
says "do you feel great?" … and you do!
I went to this gorgeous beauty salon yesterday for a leg and
eyebrow wax. The building is beautiful - being decked out in the
highest standard - and the staff are extremely friendly and also
offered to show me around. The leg wax was the best I've ever
had. I was given a hot towel over my feet and a complete leg
exfoliation prior to my waxing treatment - something which I've
never received before. I was extremely impressed with their
service and will most definitely be back. Keep up the hard work!
I had a wonderful visit to your clinic at Bury St Edmunds
yesterday a treat from my daughter, who had previously been
before. From the time we entered the building we were treated as
if we were the only guests there, despite there being other people
present. It was the most memorable time for me, the therapist
Laura, was lovely she was extremely professional and
immediately made me feel at ease. She explained things as we
went along and I felt relaxed enough to place my skin care in her
hands. Apart from learning so much, the atmosphere was so
peaceful, after the beautiful treatments and advice, again given
with the utmost professionalism, I came out feeling 10 years
younger and floating on a cloud which added to the enjoyment of
my day. I will definitely be recommending you to all my friends
and family and hope to return very soon for another unique
experience. Thank you so very much.
Laura gave me the best massage I have ever had. I really felt
that my whole body benefitted from it and I feel very relaxed and
pampered.
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Sumptuous settings, tremendous treatments and professional
people...what more can you ask for?
Toby Edward Moore finally arrived by c section on 9th April. As
you all know, I struggled a lot with muscle fatigue and terrible
headaches. I only managed to carry on so gracefully thanks to
your wonderful treatments. I rave about you to all my friends
and only hope word of mouth helps others discover the wonderful
indulgence offered at SK. I can't wait to use the mother and baby
voucher. Thank you all.
The Hot Stone Rejuvenate treatment was amazing. The stones
seemed to be part of the therapist's hands; she was so good. And
she was friendly and professional. I'd love to come again - I've
been to several spas, but this treatment exceed them all.
I adore going to SK, its true bliss and the boutique elegance and
surroundings really add to the whole experience. I often go for a
tension release massage, and think they are definitely the best in
Bury, if not UK. The staff are very professional yet sweet and
clearly know what they are doing. I will continue to visit SK and
highly recommend it to others.
Wonderful experience. Facial, massage and pedicure and the rest.
Warm welcome and care from the staff.
SK is a haven of peace and tranquility and offers sheer
unadulterated luxury. The staff are always extremely friendly and
professional and all the treatments are of the highest quality.
Thank you SK.
SK had been so beautifully launched a year ago and with all the
press coverage in the local media, I simply had to try it. The wet
shaves and massages are heavenly!
I bought my girlfriend a pamper package at SK for her birthday.
After she went she came home raving about it! So not only did it
get me brownie points I know when to get her every birthday and
Christmas! Thank you SK.
It's great atmosphere there all the time. The stuff is always
smiling and friendly. I love to go back and enjoy an hour of
relaxing.
I love everything about SK Clinic & Spa; the atmosphere, the staff
and most of all the treatments - wow.
Wow - what can I say! I just love this day spa. It's so different to
other spas I have been to. You feel important when you're there,
the therapists take the time to find out about you and your
lifestyle to ascertain your skincare concerns and they really know
what they're talking about. My skin used to be so oily and I
suffered quite bad acne, but now my confidence has grown and I
enjoy making an effort to look my best everyday as my skin is
simply glowing. Its hard work sticking to a skincare routine twice
every day at home, but it really has been worth it. Thank you SK.
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As a sole trader running a busy computer consultancy business I
appreciate the quiet times in life and after a very hectic week
decided to visit SK for a chill out body wrap. The experience was
fantastic, calming and totally relaxing. I can fully recommend
their service and I shall be using them again.
I love everything about SK. The therapists make you feel so
special, the treatments are just amazing and the whole
experience is one not to be missed. The professionalism and
caring way you are treated every single time I visit blows me
away. I can't get enough of SK.
A really relaxing massage by Louise and a delicious lunch.
The best facial I have ever had and the products were excellent thank you Sarah.
If someone had tried to sell me the experience, it would never
have been as good as the reality.
Laura was very helpful and knowledgeable. The facial felt really
relaxing, but thorough.
It's like stepping into paradise, the relaxing atmosphere, the
helpful attentive staff all makes for a wonderful lovely experience.
I love everything about SK Clinic & Day Spa full stop. It is the
ultimate in luxury and relaxation.
The treatments are divine and the surroundings stunning. The
staff are so professional and go out of their way to make you feel
comfortable and welcome. A true asset in Bury St Edmunds.
Friendly staff who welcome you and professional treatments that
keep me going back for more.
SK has to be just the best business in the whole of Suffolk. The
staff are so friendly and professional - they make you feel the
most important person and I always feel extra special when I visit.
The treatments are so divine I want to try a different one each
time I go! My favourite treat is a massage as I get so much
tension built up in my neck and shoulders and the therapists really
know what they're doing. I always leave feeling a new person. I
would recommend this spa to anyone and everyone - you simply
have to try it.
Amazing experience, fantastic hospitality. I will return.
Wow! Being a sole trader running a busy IT support company I
couldn't wait for the end of the week when I had an appointment
for a body wrap at the SK Clinic. What a fantastic place, very
relaxed, quiet, no hassle just what I needed - bliss! I will definitely
be visiting again and so must you!
A fab place for complete indulgence of a full range of beauty
treatment. The products are the best you can find and they smell
nice. The staff are attentive and very skilled at their job. I would
call this place, "heaven on earth".
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Merry Christmas to all at SK, I really enjoyed my hot stone
massage and will be there on Christmas Eve for more pampering.
I look forward to spending my £10 voucher in January next year
thank you.
I love SK Spa and Clinic because it is so luxurious, relaxing and
has a lovely ambiance. The staff are friendly, approachable and
give excellent treatment aftercare information. I look forward to
my appointments, as it's time to truly relax and have some me
time.
The whole place is like heaven on earth. A place to go when you
want to look, feel and smell beautiful. Somewhere the staff know
how to make you feel valued and special and the treatments leave
you feeling new.
There is nothing in Bury to compare SK Clinic to. A lovely
welcome, exceptionally friendly and attentive staff. A relaxed
environment that puts you in the mood for the wonderful
treatments. Highly recommend.
This was a wonderful Spa experience. All staff friendly and
helpful. Such a quiet relaxing atmosphere. A world away for super
stress relief. Thank you SK.
Just had the treat of going here for a waxing treatment. I usually
dread this but had THE BEST one I've ever had. Can't recommend
this wonderful place enough!
Full marks, an excellent experience, thank you so much - I am
coming back in September.
A unique experience indeed - beautiful surroundings, professional
and caring staff and a wonderfully warm welcome. Looking
forward to my next appointment.
Had a wonderful time - great atmosphere with very attentive staff
and discreet.
Excellent experience - thank you so much - I am coming back!
I found all the staff at SK really friendly and helpful. I felt very
relaxed and happy to ask questions. Then came the treatments absolutely fantastic! The best I have ever had. Well done SK
team.
I was invited to the wonderful SK Clinic & Spa in Bury St Edmunds
for their Christmas drinks and celebrations. They were offering
mini taster treatments and I had a fantastic hand massage which
included some lovely smelling scrub and a fabulous moisturiser.
Definitely worth having this treatment just to smell the products!
Really good service, totally relaxed me and I will definitely come
back! Thank you Louise.
I love the staff, they take their jobs seriously and deliver the best
customer care! SK rocks.
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My experience was perfect; I will recommend and definitely be
back. Thank you to Laura who I would personally ask for again.
I love the staff, they take their jobs seriously and deliver the best
customer care! SK rocks!xx
I love the way the SK therapists make you feel special whether
you have a luxurious wrap treatment or a necessary wax
appointment.
I am a regular visitor to SK Clinic and Spa. I always get a warm
welcome as if it is my 1st time every time. All the therapists have
an amazing ability to switch me off completely. Well worth a visit.
A lovely Spa to just relax and be pampered. Staff are all very
friendly helpful and full of expert knowledge. This is one of the
best in the area, you'll be sure of an unforgettable visit.
Its like stepping into paradise, the relaxing atmosphere, the
helpful attentive staff all makes for a wonderful lovely experience.
I love everything about SK full stop. It is the ultimate in luxury
and relaxation. The treatments are divine and the surroundings
stunning. The staff are so professional and go out of their way to
make you feel comfortable and welcome. A true asset in Bury St
Edmunds.
The perfect place to go for quality special "Me Time". Luxurious
treatments at affordable prices keeps me going back for more,
not just a Good Spa - an EXCELLENT spa!
Visiting SK Spa is a must for anyone in need of true pampering
and relaxation (which, in this day and age, is all of us!). During
my last visit, and as always, I am made to feel important, my
needs are number one priority and I am listened to. The
surroundings are beautiful, stylish and serene. The staff are
friendly, professional and caring. Excellent escapism!
I walked by and came in to try. I am full of praise for all your staff.
Hannah just gave me the best pedicure treatment ever, waxed
eyebrows, and tinted lashes... ready to go and show! And it was
SK's 3rd Birthday so 20% off and a goody bag and a glass of
champagne and a cupcake... the way to go.
Much better than any local salon I’ve been to, I will definitely
come more often.
I feel amazing, thank you Claire.
Made us feel at ease and relaxed.
Absolutely loved it - will recommend to everyone.
My daughter suffers from severe acne so I sent her to SK to
experience a teenage facial and she is elated with the results in
just one treatment.
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Friendly staff who welcome you and professional treatments that
keep me going back for more.
A fab place for complete indulgence of a full range of beauty
treatment. The products are the best you can find and they smell
nice. The staff are attentive and very skilled at their job. I would
call this place heaven on earth.
The SK experience for men isn't just about the fantastic
treatments or the relaxed, almost serene environment which
seems to provide a safe haven from the stresses of daily life.
Nothing creates that totally chilled out feeling like the sound of
the ocean and that's playing all the time at SK on the fab sound
system. It isn't about the value for money either which is quite
unbelievable. It's not even about the staff who combine incredible
professionalism with a welcoming and friendly attitude. No, it's
about that wonderful moment when the treatments are over and
your therapist looks at your re-invigorated and refreshed face and
says “do you feel great?” and you do.
I was delighted with the treatments I received at SK clinic; they
made me feel very welcome, a fantastic venue and the therapists
were very professional. I will recommend to all of my friends.
SK Clinic & Spa is a MUST on any girls list! If you want to be really
pampered and be treated like a princess then come here. I
wouldn't go anywhere else - ever.
Visiting SK Clinic is a truly wonderful experience from the decor
to the treatments, but above all the friendly and welcoming staff.
My daughters and I are frequent clients to SK. The overall
experience of going to SK will far surpass any other spa you have
been to. An exceptional and wonderful way to spend part or all of
your day.
I love the funky decor with soft ambient lighting and gentle music.
The girls were really welcoming and ensured everything was
personally tailored to what I wanted. The treatments I enjoyed
were wonderful and the whole experience was one of luxury and
professional. I will definitely be returning to SK on a regular basis
to enjoy some more pampering.
SK offers a fantastic range of treatments which are given in
modern, lavish surrounds. The staff are meticulous with their
attention to detail and ensure your visit is of utmost luxury. A trip
to SK feels like a little piece of pure indulgence!
The spa is utterly beautiful to begin with. The therapists are
amazing - they totally understand the treatments and what the
overall visit should feel like. To me it is an escape from a much
too busy daily life. I always come away refreshed, looking and
feeling so much better.
There is nothing in Bury to compare SK Clinic to. A lovely
welcome, exceptionally friendly and attentive staff. A relaxed
environment that puts you in the mood for the wonderful
treatments. Highly recommend.
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Dear Girls - just a little note to say thank you for a lovely day. I
came with a hen party and was worried I'd be embarrassed
because I'm overweight. Laura did my Body Polish and made me
feel really comfortable thank you. The whole day from the
treatments to the food was perfect. I wouldn't hesitate to
recommend you to my friends and it was worth coming from
Ipswich to you - we all had a wonderful day.
Absolutely fantastic attention to detail. The staff are amazing. As
soon as you walk through the front door, you are made to feel
completely at home. I love this place and every time I travel to
England, wherever I am going, a visit to the SK clinic and spa is
always in my diary.
Fabulous place, great treatments and lovely people. Really
professional. I spent a wonderful day at this spa and came away
feeling like a new woman - relaxed, refreshed and ready to face
the world! I would recommend it to anyone who needs a bit of
spoiling.
SK is the most fantastic spa I've ever been to; I took my sister
there for her birthday in August and she still raves about the
experience. Ambient atmosphere complimented with exceptional
attention to detail, lovely staff and spa treatments of the highest
quality. The products they use are all 100% natural and not tested
on animals either; it's hard not to love this place.
As soon as you walk through the door - you relax! It has a
peaceful atmosphere and is always filled with friendly, talented
therapists. I have never left unhappy with any aspect of my visit
and always recommend it to my friends.
SK is without doubt the best spa I have ever been too. Luxurious,
bespoke, professional, chic, inviting and fabulously inexpensive
for the service they provide. I first discovered SK two years and
haven't looked back. Their waxing treatments come with a
complimentary preexfoliation, while every new client receives a
complimentary skin scan prior to their first facial to help the
therapist determine their skin type and address their concerns
more effectively. SK deserves recognition for being a truly unique,
welcoming and innovative local business.
Lovely people, lovely products and lovely treatments. Relaxing
atmosphere and ambience. SK Clinic is the place to go to put you
in the mood for love: exceptional pampering and relaxation in a
luxurious setting from friendly knowledgeable therapists leaves
you feeling beautiful and happy from the inside out.
Incredibly friendly, passionate people who spend their time caring
for others. The treatments I have had the pleasure of receiving
from SK Spa and Clinic have been 'out of this world'. I have
visited many spa's but there really is something about this place,
if it isn't for the experienced welcoming staff, then it’s the
beautiful ambience and atmosphere that the spa gives off. As
soon as you step into the building, your stresses seem to
disappear. I recommend to all of my friends and family.
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SK Clinic + Spa is the most unique spa I have ever visited. SK's
defining characteristics that, for me, set it apart from other
businesses include its use of only 100% natural, ecopackaged and
cruelty-free in-spa treatments and homecare products, the
immaculate and tranquil interior, the professionalism of the staff
and the emphasis on the unique qualities of every individual.
SK defines itself as a specialist skin centre, offering all first time
clients a complimentary, state-of-the-art skin scan that enables
therapists to prescribed bespoke treatments that suit the exact
needs and goals of the client. The warm welcome I receive on
every visit, the incredible attention to detail and the tranquil and
uplifting atmosphere reassure me that I am receiving expert,
individual and luxurious care; SK is a truly unique business.
Its got such a relaxing atmosphere there and all the staff are
really friendly and welcoming, would recommend to everyone.
SK has been a wonderful find! From the smallest treatment to the
full works every client is given the five star treatment from start
to finish. A serene, tranquil oasis with outstanding treatments and
service which makes sure that you feel the world has just stopped
so you can get off for just a little while!
1st time to SK clinic today - would definitely rate it as the best
spa I have attended in the Suffolk area. Lovely relaxing
atmosphere from the moment you step into the clinic. Friendly
and warm atmosphere. Extremely relaxing treatments - so
relaxed I was concerned how I was going to drive home!! I will
definitely recommend this to my friends and work colleagues as a
thoroughly sumptuous experience and a real treat. Excellent.
My wife booked us both a massage at SK. I was a bit nervous
initially but they really put me at ease. Now I go by myself for
treatments I never thought I'd have, I even had a (very manly!)
manicure for my wife's work do. Unbelievable service and great
staff mean I have never had a bad visit. I really can't recommend
this spa or the therapists enough.
I started going to SK for treatments in the run-up to my wedding.
Now, two years later, I am still a regular customer. (Only now, it's
to have a break from my baby boy!) It's a stylish yet welcoming
spa, where even if you’re booked in for a small and quick
treatment, you’re still treated to the same 5 star service.
Somewhere I constantly recommend and always receive (and
give) vouchers for all their fabulous treatments.
I've been a patron of SK since it opened and although I'm based
in Ipswich, I am still happy to travel to Bury for a pamper,
testament in itself really. The spa's decor is stunning,
contemporary, yet still tranquil and relaxing. The girls are lovely
and so welcoming and the treatments, well, they are outstanding.
SK Spa is an absolute delight - the attention, the treatments,
Pevonia products and the ambience all ensure that every visit is a
pleasure that stays with you, long after your actual treatments.
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Lovely way to spend a Sunday.
Thanks for such a relaxing morning!!
Really lovely, thank you.
I always love coming here.
Made to feel so welcome, lovely relaxing atmosphere.
It’s always wonderful to be welcomed like an old friend.
Love you all !x
I enjoy coming here to relax and be pampered.
Amazing experience as usual, thank you.
Donna was lovely.
It was wonderful, thank you.
Fabulous, as always!
Very nice treat.
Fantastic service and treatment, felt really pampered.
Excellent treatment, highly recommended.
Fab treatment and service as always.
I love coming here!
Brilliant experience as always.
Fantastic to see Emily Shelley back.
Can’t wait for next time.
Got appointment at short notice, and had a cup of tea made for
me!
My therapist was simply amazing. She explained the treatment
and it felt wonderful.
Tiffany was GREAT, I liked that she explained the reflexology
process; she was very thorough.
Emily was amazing - best ever facial and massage to date!
Always an absolute delight to come to SK.
Andrea was amazing. I’ve been to many spas and met many
therapists but she put me at ease and was great at all treatments.
Made me feel very comfortable.
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I have been coming to SK for 4 years and have always had a great
welcoming service and an excellent treatment.
Due to have my first baby and it was nice to be pampered before
little one arrives.
A lovely, friendly beauty spa.
Fantastic spa. Reception girls and therapists are always friendly
and helpful.
Excellent - I love coming every time.
I always leave feeling “great to be alive and valued”, thank you.
Happy to have found you.
Wonderful spa. I live in London but I can’t wait until I come here
to get your treatments.
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LOCAL PARTNERS & PRESS FEEDBACK ...
JULIE JARVIS OF RAVENWOOD HALL
Just to say a big thank you for my facial I had with Andrea. The
spa is lovely and relaxing; it was nice to switch off and enjoy.
THE GOOD SPA GUIDE
I just wanted to say thanks again to you and the SK team for
allowing us to come and carry out a review of the treatment
rooms. Vicki had a fabulous time - and thank you for keeping her
mother entertained - that was very kind!
BRIDE-TO-BE
Thank you for a wonderful hen day. I had such a relaxing day and
thought the service was amazing! All my family and friends were
so impressed with their treatments and I think you will be seeing
a few of them again. The buffet was just delicious and all the girls
worked so hard, I couldn't have wanted more.
HAYDEN CASE, VELVET MAGAZINE
If you like great skin, then SK Clinic is for you. People might give
you a funny look when you’re walking in, but they'll give you a
second glance when you're walking out. Hayden experienced a
Hot Towel Shave and Facial.
DEBBIE RODMAN, CAMBRIDGESHIRE JOURNAL
As I left the clinic and stepped out into the cold and grey day, I
couldn’t help feeling that there was a break in the clouds and the
summer sunshine was shining down on me. Debbie was treated
to a Biarritz Pedi Spa and Luminous “C” & “Sea” Facial.
ANGEL BARNES, SPA SECRETS MAGAZINE
I arrived with my mum on a wet afternoon to a warm welcome at
SK. 9/10 for my teen facial - the real deal for teenagers. The
biggest thrill was sharing this day with my mum - the special time
together really meant a lot to me. Angel tried a “yummy” SpaTeen
Papaya Hydrasoothe Facial.
CHARLOTTE SMITH-JARVIS, BRIDE & GROOM MAGAZINE
I’m not normally one for facials - I just wash my face in water and
run. But, I have to say, I have been converted. My normally oily
and patchy skin was instantly softer after the treatment and it
continued to improve. SK is definitely a hot spot for hen days,
relaxing bridal pamper days and for those beauty treatments in
the run up to the big event. Charlotte wanted to try SK’s Hens &
Me package with her friend; SK Signature Massage & Plantomer
Facial.
KOULLA JOANNOU, LASTMINUTE.COM
“I loved it. The nail colour is gorgeous, my feet look so much
better and they feel so soft. I can tell the quality of a treatment
by how many stages are involved and this pedicure really covered
everything. Laura G was fantastic too; really professional and so
lovely.” Koulla received a Biarritz Pedi Spa.
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